INNOVARE: «INNOVATIONS WITHOUT BOARDERS»
We are committed to minimize the impact of political boundaries, as well as economic and
bureaucratic barriers, on the international transfer and promotion of innovation
through establishing of effective international cooperation and partnership
in the field of technological exchange, applied sciences development & transfer of innovations.
This is - our contribution to the development of an innovative economy the 21st century!

The main goal of INNOVARE is assistance in development, implementation, commercialization and
marketing of innovative technologies and products through facilitation of international scientific and

investment collaboration between Switzerland and Eurasian Economic Union.

 Russia, as part of Eurasian Economic Union, is one of the largest recipients of foreign direct
investments (FDI) in the world.
 Russia is one of the most dynamic countries among the BRICS

(according Doing Business Report of the World

Bank).

 The biggest market in Europe: The Eurasian Economic Union has an integrated single market of 176
million people and a gross domestic product of over 4 trillion U.S. dollars (PPP)
 Great innovation potential with high tertiary education rates, a large science base inherited from the

Soviet Union, strong positions many science and technology fields, such as physics, astronomy,
mathematics, computing, chemistry, biology, geology and geography, engineering, aerospace,
communications, IT, nuclear technology and space technology..
 Large unmet demand among home investors in finding safe and transparent long-term investment
opportunities abroad.
 Access to low-cost production and R&D facilities.

 Excellent network with Russian and Eurasian institutional and private scientific organizations.
 Good connections with Russian and Kazakhstan institutional and private investors, as well as big and
medium size industrial players, interested in international collaboration with Switzerland and Europe.
 Exclusive database of start-ups and inventions of different stages (from seed to ready-to-start and
already marketing) from Russia and countries of Eurasian economic union, seeking for scientific and
industrial collaboration opportunities in Switzerland and EU.
 The team of committed Swiss and Russian professionals with large international network, deep
experience in focused areas, knowledge and understanding of technological transfer and
commercialization processes, well qualified and with “hands-on” attitude.
 Excellent knowledge of Swiss and Eurasian (esp. Russian) administrative systems and procedures.

Digital ecosystem InnMind.com
Swiss-Eurasian hackathon
Innovative-scientific course and camps
for Swiss and Eurasian children

Privileged and confidential
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- Is a specially designed ecosystem that connects researchers seeking for scientific
partnership for joint development of innovative solutions, IP owners wishing to
implement, commercialize or sell their intellectual property, IP consumers seeking
valuable ideas and technologies and investors seeking for “capital risk” investment
opportunities.

InnMind.com aims to facilitate the circulation of knowledge and technologies and to simplify
the process of their commercialization and industrial implementation, providing users with
duly organized specific cyber network space.
Our business model is unique synergy of the combination of 3 existing models:
Database of innovative technologies, companies and projects
Online technology marketplace
Social network for professional innovation community
Privileged and confidential

• Main goal: to establish connections between Eurasian and
Swiss IT-specialists in order to stimulate joint development of
innovative solutions to actual global problems (IT-Financials,
ciber security, bioinformatics etc.)
• Concept stage
• Partners: AlpICT, ETH, ITValley Fribourg, Swiss Informatics
Society, Bauman University, 47hours, HackDay, etc.

The main goals:
• To seed the interest to innovative entrepreneurship in the children's minds.
• To attract children from the young age to the sphere of inventions, applied
sciences and innovation entrepreneurship.
• To teach children special skills through development of innovative, critical
& creative thinking.
STEM concept (Science, technology, engineering, mathematics) + TRIZ system
education + programming
• Swiss side: Chantemerle School, Canton vo Vaud
• Russian side: education center Masterslavl, Moscow

